
Capturing Value

1. Knowledge
Management

1. Given innovation is the
commercialisation of new
ideas, knowledge plays a

pivotal role

2. Knowledge management is
the cultivation, harvesting

and utilisation of knowledge

3. Knowledge can be gained
through experience,
experimentation or

acquisition and is built on:

Data – discrete pieces of raw
observations, numbers,

words, records, etc.

Information – data that has
additional context that gives

it greater meaning

Knowledge – deeper and
richer information that leads
to improved understanding

and greater value

Wisdom – knowledge that
leads to the ability to make

better decisions and achieve
better outcomes

4. Tacit and explicit
knowledge

Explicit knowledge –
knowledge that we are aware

of and can codify

Tacit knowledge – knowledge
that we possess but are not

aware we know, or that’s
di�cult to explain (i.e. codify)

Knowledge management
process

1. Identifying and codifying
existing knowledge

2. Generating and acquiring
new knowledge

3. Storing and retrieving
knowledge

4. Sharing and distributing
knowledge

5. Exploiting and embedding
knowledge into processes,

products and services

6. Knowledge management
practices

1. Onboarding and O�-
Boarding

2. Facilitating continuous
learning

3. Intellectual property

2. Innovation Adoption

1. Successful
commercialisation is
essential to e�ective

innovation, including the
need to:

1. Achieve the required
breakeven point

2. Drive market share to the
levels needed to provide the
desired return on investment

2. It’s important to
understand the key factors
that in�uence the uptake of

innovation and its rate of
di�usion

3. The di�usion of innovation
model describes the process
and key factors that in�uence

the rate of adoption of any
given innovation

1. Adopter segments

Innovator

Early adopter

Early majority

Late majority

Laggards

2. Di�usion process

1. Gaining awareness and
knowledge of the innovation

2. Forming a favourable or
unfavourable attitude toward

the innovation

3. Actively evaluating and
making an initial decision
about whether or not to

adopt the innovation

4. Trialling the innovation

5. Con�rming ongoing use or
rejection of the innovation

3. Rate of adoption is
a�ected by the:

Prior conditions

Characteristics of the
adopter

Perceived characteristics of
the innovation

Nature of the communication
channel(s) used

Nature of the message
delivered

4. How to use the di�usion of
innovation model

1. Identify what segment of
the market is best targeted

to drive demand, and
evaluating:

The likely market conditions
that will be faced

Who to target, their
characteristics and how best

to appeal to them

The nature of the message
that you need to

communicate to encourage a
higher rate of adoption

The most suitable channel(s)
to use to deliver your

marketing message and
encourage a higher rate of

adoption

2. Comparing actual market
adoption to the model, to
know when the marketing

strategy and marketing mix
needs to shift focus to the

next adopter (market)
segment

5. Limitations of the di�usion
of innovation model

The simpli�ed adopter
categorisation may not

faithfully re�ect the decisions
of the individuals within the

market

The model describes the
process of the di�usion of

innovation, but is not
predictive of the rate of

adoption

The nature of the particular
innovation can have a

signi�cant impact on the rate
of adoption

3. Demand Created
Through Marketing

1. Driving adoption and
demand creation often
requires an active and
strategic approach to

marketing

2. E�ective marketing
requires an understanding

of:

Who you are trying to reach

Market segmentation

Segmentation for consumer
markets based on:

Needs/bene�ts

Sociodemogrhaphics

Geodemograhphics

Psychographics and lifestyle

Behaviour

Segmentation for business to
business markets based on:

Application and usage

Firmographics

Geography

Strategic orientation

Behaviour

Targeting

Identify who you should
communicate with to reach

your target audience, that is,
should you communicate

with, the:

Direct customer

User

In�uencer

What you are trying to
accomplish

For consumer markets:

Activation

Awareness

Knowledge

Liking

Preference

Conviction

Purchase

For business to business
markets the decision-making

process is based on:

Rational level which involves
a rational cost bene�t

analysis approach

Organisational level,
potentially involving multiple

individuals in the decision-
making process

Political environment with
the organisation and how

these multiple relationships
are navigated

Customers for:

Learning

Referrals

Image

Co-creators

Co-delivery

Where to reach your target
audience

Paid media

Owned media

Earned media

O�-media

What you need to say to
them

Cognitive versus a�ective
approaches

E�ective communication
needs to be:

Impactful

Bene�t focused

Relevant and insightful

Well-branded


